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Abstract
For two fixed topological spaces Y and Z we consider the set C(Y,Z) of all continuous maps
from Y to Z and the set OZ(Y ) consisting of all open subsets V of Y such that V = f −1(U),
where f ∈ C(Y,Z) and U is an open subset of Z. We define and study some relations between the
topologies on C(Y,Z) and the topologies onOZ(Y ) concerning the notions ofA-splitting topologies
and A-jointly continuous topologies, where A is a fixed family of topological spaces, and a new
notion of mutually dual topologies.
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1. Introduction
The problem of the characterization of the greatest splitting topology on the set C(Y,Z)
as “set-open” topology it seems to be interesting. In this paper, trying to give such a
characterization we introduce the notion of a “family-open” topology on C(Y,Z). For
this purpose we consider the set OZ(Y ) and study relations between topologies on the sets
C(Y,Z) and OZ(Y ).
For a giver topology onOZ(Y ) or on C(Y,Z) we introduce the notion of a dual topology
on C(Y,Z) or on OZ(Y ), respectively. This is the basic notion of the paper. A family-
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open topology on C(Y,Z) or on OZ(Y ) is defined as the topology which is dual to some
topology on OZ(Y ) or on C(Y,Z), respectively.
In parallel to well-known splitting and jointly continuous topologies on C(Y,Z) we
introduce the notions of splitting and jointly continuous topologies on OZ(Y ). The main
results of the paper concerning the above notions are Theorems 3.5, 3.7, 3.9 and 3.14 of
Section 3.
In Section 4 we prove that on the set C(Y,Z) there exists the greatest family-open
topology. But we can not prove that this topology coincide with the greatest splitting
topology (see problem (1) of Section 5). In our opinion, special interest present the results
of Section 4, concerning the mutually dual topologies.
In Section 5 we give some open problems to guide further research.
2. Background and notations
We denote by Y and Z two fixed topological spaces and by C(Y,Z) the set of all
continuous maps of Y into Z. If t is a topology on the set C(Y,Z), then the corresponding
topological space is denoted by Ct(Y,Z).
By O(X) we denote the family of all open subsets of a space X and by OZ(Y ) the set
{f−1(U): f ∈ C(Y,Z), U ∈O(Z)}. Also by A we denote a fixed family of topological
spaces.
We start given some well-known notions concerning the topologies on the set C(Y,Z).
Let X be a space and F :X × Y → Z a continuous map. We denote by Fx the map of Y
into Z for which Fx(y) = F(x, y) for every y ∈ Y , and by F̂ the map of X into the set
C(Y,Z), for which F̂ (x) = Fx , for every x ∈ X.
Let G be a map of X into C(Y,Z). By G˜ we denote the map of X × Y into Z, for
which G˜(x, y) = G(x)(y) for every (x, y) ∈ X × Y .
A topology t on C(Y,Z) is called splitting if for every space X, the continuity of a map
F :X × Y → Z implies that of the map F̂ :X → Ct(Y,Z). A topology t on C(Y,Z) is
called jointly continuous if for every space X, the continuity of a map G :X → Ct (Y,Z)
implies that of the map G˜ :X × Y → Z (see [1,2]).
If in the above definitions it is assumed that the space X belongs toA, then the topology
τ is called A-splitting (respectively,A-jointly continuous) (see [3]).
The Scott topology τsc on O(Y ) (see, for example, [4]) is defined as follows: a subsetH
of O(Y ) belongs to τsc if:
(α) the conditions U ∈H, V ∈O(Y ), and U ⊆ V imply V ∈H, and
(β) for every collection of open sets of Y , whose union belongs to H, there are finitely
many elements of this collection whose union also belongs to H.
The strong Scott topology τssc on O(Y ) (see [5]) is defined as follows: a subset H of
O(Y ) belongs to τssc if:
(α) the conditions U ∈H, V ∈O(Y ), and U ⊆ V imply V ∈H, and
(β) for every open cover of Y , there are finitely many elements of this cover whose union
belongs to H.
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The Isbell topology tis (respectively, strong Isbell topology tsis ) on C(Y,Z) (see [5,7])
is the topology for which the family of all sets of the form
(H,U) = {f ∈ C(Y,Z): f −1(U) ∈H},
where H ∈ τsc (respectively,H ∈ τssc) and U ∈O(Z), is a subbasis.
The pointwise topology (see, for example, [7]) tp on C(Y,Z) is the topology for which
the family of all sets of the form
({y},U)= {f ∈ C(Y,Z): f (y) ∈ U},
where y ∈ Y and U ∈O(Z), is a subbasis.
The compact open (see [1,2]) topology tco on C(Y,Z) is the topology for which the
family of all sets of the form
(K,U) = {f ∈ C(Y,Z): f (K) ⊆ U},
where K is a compact subset of Y and U ∈O(Z), is a subbasis.
The bounded open topology τbo on C(Y,Z) (see, for example, [5]) is the topology for
which the family of all sets of the form:
(K,U) = {f ∈ C(Y,Z): f (K) ⊆ U},
where K is a bounded set of Y and U ∈O(Z), is a subbasis.
Bellow, we give some well-known results concerning the topologies: tp , tco, tis and tsis:
(1) The pointwise topology, the compact open topology and the Isbell topology on
C(Y,Z) are always splitting (see, for example, [1,2,7]).
(2) The compact open topology on C(Y,Z) is jointly continuous if Y is locally compact.
In this case the compact open topology is also the greatest splitting topology (see
[1,2]).
(3) The Isbell topology on C(Y,Z) is jointly continuous if Y is a corecompact space. In
this case the Isbell topology is also the greatest splitting topology (see, for example,
[5,7]).
(4) The strong Isbell topology on C(Y,Z) is jointly continuous if Y is locally bounded
(see [5]).
(5) The Isbell topology on C(Y,S), where S is the Sierpinski space (that is S = {0,1} with
the topology τ = {∅, {0}, {0,1}}) is the greatest splitting topology (see [8]).
Some other results and open problems concerning splitting and jointly continuous
topologies on C(Y,Z) one can find in [6,7].
Notation 2.1. Let H⊆OZ(Y ), H⊆ C(Y,Z) and U ∈O(Z). We set
(H,U) = {f ∈ C(Y,Z): f −1(U) ∈H}
and
(H,U) = {f−1(U): f ∈H}.
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Definition 2.2. Let τ be a topology onOZ(Y ). The topology on C(Y,Z), for which the set
s(τ ) = {(H,U): H ∈ τ, U ∈O(Z)}
is a subbasis, is called dual to τ and is denoted by t (τ ). (It is easy to see that the union of
all elements of s(τ ) is the set C(Y,Z).)
Definition 2.3. Let t be a topology on C(Y,Z). The topology on OZ(Y ), for which the set
σ(t) = {(H,U): H ∈ t, U ∈O(Z)}
is a subbasis, is called dual to t and is denoted by τ (t).
Definition 2.4. A topology on C(Y,Z) (respectively, onOZ(Y )) is said to be a family-open
topology if it is dual to a topology on OZ(Y ) (respectively, to a topology on C(Y,Z)).
Lemma 2.5. Let τ be a topology on OZ(Y ) and σ a subbasis for τ . Then, the set
s(σ ) = {(H,U): H ∈ σ, U ∈O(Z)}
is a subbasis for t (τ ).
Proof. Let H ∈ τ and U ∈ O(Z). Suppose that f ∈ (H,U). Then, there exist finite
elements H0, . . . ,Hn of σ such that f −1(U) ∈ H′ ⊂ H, where H′ = H0 ∩ · · · ∩ Hn ∈ τ .
Therefore, f ∈ (H′,U) ⊂ (H,U). Thus, any element of the subbasis s(τ ) of t is a union of
elements of the set s(σ ), which means that this set is also a subbasis for t . 
Lemma 2.6. Let t be a topology on C(Y,Z) and s a subbasis for t . Then, the set
σ(s) = {(H,U): H ∈ s, U ∈O(Z)}
is a subbasis for τ (t).
Proof. Let H ∈ t and U ∈ O(Z). Let V ∈ (H,U). Then, there exists an element f ∈H
such that f−1(U) = V . There exist finite elementsH0, . . . ,Hn of s such that f ∈H′ ⊂H,
where H′ =H0 ∩ · · · ∩Hn. Therefore, V ∈ (H′,U) ⊂ (H,U). Thus, any element of the
subbasis σ(t) for τ (t) is the union of elements of the set σ(s), which means that this set is
also a subbasis for τ (t). 
Examples 2.7. Below we show that some well-known topologies on C(Y,Z) are family-
open.
(1) On the set O(Y ) we consider the Scott topology τsc and denote by τ the relative
topology on the subset OZ(Y ). Let H ∈ τsc and HZ =H ∩OZ(Y ). Then, it is easy to see
that (H,U) = (HZ,U), which means that t (τ ) is the Isbell topology on C(Y,Z). Thus the
Isbell topology is a family-open topology.
(2) As for the Isbell topology we can prove that the strong Isbell topology is a family-
open topology.
(3) For every y ∈ Y we denote by OZ(y) the set of all open neighborhoods of y in Y
belonging to the set OZ(Y ). Let τ be a topology on OZ(Y ) for which the set{OZ(y): y ∈ Y}
is a subbasis.
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Consider the topology t on C(Y,Z), which is dual to τ . We prove that t is the pointwise
topology. Indeed, by Lemma 2.5 the set{(OZ(y),U): y ∈ Y, U ∈O(Z)}
is a subbasis for t . It is easy to see that (OZ(y),U) = ({y},U), which means that t = tp ,
that is the pointwise topology is family-open.
(4) Let K(Y ) be the family of all compact subsets of Y . For every K ∈K(Y ) we denote
by OZ(K) the set of all open subsets of Y containing K and belonging to OZ(Y ). Let τ
be a topology on OZ(Y ) for which the set{OZ(K): K ∈K(Y )}
is a subbasis.
Consider the topology t on C(Y,Z), which is dual to τ . We prove that t is the compact
open topology. Indeed, by Lemma 2.5 the set
{(OZ(K),U): K ∈K(Y ), U ∈O(Z)}
is a subbasis for t . It is easy to see that (OZ(K),U) = (K,U), which means that t = tco,
that is the compact open topology is family open.
(5) As for the compact open topology we can prove that the bounded open topology is
a family-open topology.
3. A-Splitting and A-jointly continuous topologies on OZ(Y )
Notation 3.1. Let X be a space and F :X × Y → Z a continuous map. By F we denote
the map of X × O(Z) into OZ(Y ), for which F(x,U) = F−1x (U) for every x ∈ X and
U ∈O(Z).
Notation 3.2. Let X be a space and G :X → C(Y,Z) a map. By G we denote the map of
X×O(Z) intoOZ(Y ), for which G(x,U) = (G(x))−1(U) for every x ∈ X and U ∈O(Z).
Definition 3.3. Let τ be a topology on OZ(Y ). We say that a map M of X ×O(Z) into
OZ(Y ) is continuous with respect to the first variable if for every fixed element U of
O(Z), the map MU :X → (OZ(Y ), τ ), for which MU(x) = M(x,U) for every x ∈ X, is
continuous.
Definition 3.4. A topology τ on OZ(Y ) is called A-splitting if for every space X ∈A the
continuity of a map F :X × Y → Z implies the continuity with respect to the first variable
of the map F :X ×O(Z) → (OZ(Y ), τ ).
A topology τ on OZ(Y ) is called A-jointly continuous if for every space X ∈ A and
for every map G :X → C(Y,Z) the continuity with respect to the first variable of the map
G :X ×O(Z) → (OZ(Y ), τ ) implies the continuity of the map G˜ :X × Y → Z.
If in the above definitions A is the family of all spaces, then the topology τ on OZ(Y )
is called splitting (respectively, jointly continuous).
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Theorem 3.5. A topology τ on OZ(Y ) is A-splitting if and only if the topology t (τ ) on
C(Y,Z) is A-splitting.
Proof. Suppose that the topology τ is A-splitting, that is for every element X of A the
continuity of a map F :X × Y → Z implies the continuity with respect to the first variable
of the map F :X ×O(Z) → (OZ(Y ), τ ). We prove that t (τ ) is A-splitting.
Let X ∈ A. Suppose that F :X × Y → Z is a continuous map. We need to prove that
F̂ :X → Ct(τ)(Y,Z) is a continuous map.
Let x ∈ X and (H,U) be an open neighborhood of F̂ (x) in Ct(τ)(Y,Z). This means that
(F̂ (x))−1(U) ∈H. Since F̂ (x) = Fx , we have F−1x (U) ∈H, that is, FU(x) ∈H. Since F
is continuous with respect to the first variable, there exists an open neighborhood V of x
in X such that FU(V ) ⊆H.
Let x ′ ∈ V . Then, FU(x ′) ∈H, that is, F−1x ′ (U) ∈H or F̂ (x ′) ∈ (H,U). Thus F̂ (V ) ⊆
(H,U), which means that the map F̂ is continuous.
Conversely, suppose that t (τ ) is A-splitting. We prove that τ is A-splitting. Let X
be an element of A and F :X × Y → Z a continuous map. It is sufficient to prove that
F :X ×O(Z) → (OZ(Y ), τ ) is continuous with respect to the first variable.
Let U be a fixed element of O(Z). Consider the map FU . Let x ∈ X, H ∈ τ , and
FU(x) = F−1x (U) ∈ H. We need to find an open neighborhood V of x in X such that
FU(V ) ⊆H.
Consider the open set (H,U) of the space Ct(τ)(Y,Z). Since FU(x) = F−1x (U) ∈H we
have Fx ∈ (H,U). Since t (τ ) is A-splitting, the map F̂ :X → Ct(τ)(Y,Z) is continuous.
Hence, there exists an open neighborhood V of x in X such that F̂ (V ) ⊆ (H,U).
Let x ′ ∈ V . Then, F̂ (x ′) = Fx ′ ∈ (H,U), that is, F−1x ′ (U) ∈ H or FU(x ′) ∈ H. Thus
FU(V ) ⊆H, which means that the map FU is continuous. 
Corollary 3.6. A topology τ on OZ(Y ) is splitting if and only if the topology t (τ ) on
C(Y,Z) is splitting.
Theorem 3.7. A topology t on C(Y,Z) is A-splitting if and only if the topology τ (t) on
OZ(Y ) is A-splitting.
The proof of this theorem is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.5.
Corollary 3.8. A topology t on C(Y,Z) is splitting if and only if the topology τ (t) on
OZ(Y ) is splitting.
Theorem 3.9. A topology τ on OZ(Y ) is A-jointly continuous if and only if the topology
t (τ ) on C(Y,Z) is A-jointly continuous.
Proof. Suppose that the topology τ on OZ(Y ) is A-jointly continuous, that is for every
space X ∈ A and for every map G :X → C(Y,Z) the continuity with respect to the
first variable of the map G :X × O(Z) → (OZ(Y ), τ ) implies the continuity of the map
G˜ :X × Y → Z. We prove that t (τ ) is A-jointly continuous.
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Let X ∈A and G :X → Ct(τ)(Y,Z) be a continuous map. It is sufficient to prove that
the map G :X ×O(Z) → (OZ(Y ), τ ) is continuous with respect to the first variable.
Let x ∈ X, U ∈O(Z) and H ∈ τ such that GU(x) ∈H. Consider the open set (H,U) of
the space Ct(τ)(Y,Z). Then, G(x) ∈ (H,U).
Since the map G :X → Ct(τ)(Y,Z) is continuous, there exists an open neighborhood V
of x in X such that G(V ) ⊆ (H,U).
Let x ′ ∈ V . Then G(x ′) ∈ (H,U), that is (G(x ′))−1(U) ∈ H or GU(x ′) ∈ H. Thus
GU(V ) ⊆H, which means that GU is continuous.
Conversely, suppose that the topology t (τ ) is A-jointly continuous. We prove that the
topology τ isA-jointly continuous. Let X be an element ofA and G :X → C(Y,Z) a map
such that G :X ×O(Z) → (OZ(Y ), τ ) is continuous with respect to the first variable. We
need to prove that the map G˜ :X × Y → Z is continuous.
Since t (τ ) is A-jointly continuous, it is sufficient to prove that the map G :X →
Ct(τ)(Y,Z) is continuous.
Let x ∈ X, U ∈O(Z) andH ∈ τ such that and G(x) ∈ (H,U). Then (G(x))−1(U) ∈H.
Since, the map GU :X → (OZ(Y ), τ ) is continuous there exists an open neighborhood V
of x in X such that GU(V ) ⊆H.
Let x ′ ∈ V . Then GU(x ′) = (G(x ′))−1(U) ∈ H or G(x ′) ∈ (H,U). Thus G(V ) ⊆
(H,U), which means that the map G is continuous. 
Corollary 3.10. A topology τ on OZ(Y ) is jointly continuous if and only if the topology
t (τ ) on C(Y,Z) is jointly continuous.
Notation 3.11. Let τ be a topology on O(Y ). We denote by τZ the relative topology on
OZ(Y ).
Corollary 3.12. A space Y is corecompact if and only if for every space Z′ the topology
τZ
′
sc on OZ′(Y ) is jointly continuous.
The proof of this corollary follows by Theorem 2.2 of [5] and Corollary 3.10.
Corollary 3.13. A space Y is locally bounded if and only if for every space Z′ the topology
τZ
′
ssc on OZ′(Y ) is jointly continuous.
The proof of this corollary follows by Proposition 3.3 of [5] and Corollary 3.10.
Theorem 3.14. A topology t on C(Y,Z) is A-jointly continuous if and only if the topology
τ (t) on OZ(Y ) is A-jointly continuous.
The proof of this theorem is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.9.
Corollary 3.15. A topology t on C(Y,Z) is jointly continuous if and only if the topology
τ (t) on OZ(Y ) is jointly continuous.
Examples 3.16. Below we give some applications of the proving theorems.
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(1) Let Y be a corecompact space and τ = τZsc . Then the topology t (τ (t (τ ))) on C(Y,Z)
is jointly continuous.
Indeed, the topologies t (τ ) and tis on C(Y,Z) coincide (see Example 2.7(1)). Since Y
is corecompact, tis and therefore, t (τ ) is jointly continuous. By Theorems 3.5 and 3.7,
t (τ (t (τ ))) is also jointly continuous.
(2) Let Y be a locally bounded space and τ ≡ τZssc. Then the topology t (τ (t (τ ))) is
jointly continuous.
Indeed, the topologies t (τ ) and tsis on C(Y,Z) coincide. Since Y is locally bounded,
tsis and therefore, t (τ ) is jointly continuous. Thus t (τ (t (τ ))) is jointly continuous.
(3) Let τ = τZsc . Then the topology t (τ (t (τ ))) on C(Y,Z) is A-splitting.
Indeed, the family-open topology t (τ ) and the Isbell topology tis coincide, which means
that t (τ ) is A-splitting and therefore t (τ (t (τ ))) is also A-splitting.
(4) Let Z = S be the Sierpinski space and τ ≡ τZsc . Then the topologies tis, t (τ ) and
t (τ (t (τ ))) on C(Y,Z) coincide.
Indeed, as the above t (τ ) = tis. Since Z = S, tis is the greatest splitting topology
(see [8]). Thus t (τ (t (τ ))) is splitting and therefore tis = t (τ ) = t (τ (t (τ ))).
4. Mutually dual topologies






Proof. For every U ∈O(Z) we have
(
(H,U),U





Now, let V ∈ H. Then V = f −1(U) for some f ∈ C(Y,Z) and U ∈ O(Z). Since






Thus H=⋃{((H,U),U): U ∈O(Z)}. 
The proofs of the following two lemmas are clear.
Lemma 4.2. Let τ1 and τ2 be topologies on the set OZ(Y ) such that τ1 ⊆ τ2. Then
t (τ1) ⊆ t (τ2).
Lemma 4.3. Let t1 and t2 be topologies on the set C(Y,Z) such that t1 ⊆ t2. Then
τ (t1) ⊆ τ (t2).
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Theorem 4.4. Let τ be a topology on the set OZ(Y ). Then we have
τ ⊆ τ (t (τ ))⊆ τ (t(τ (t (τ ))))⊆ · · ·
and
t (τ ) ⊆ t(τ (t (τ )))⊆ t(τ (t(τ (t (τ )))))⊆ · · · .
Proof. The including τ ⊆ τ(t (τ )) follows by Lemma 4.1. All other including follow by
Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3. 
Theorem 4.5. In the set OZ(Y ) there exists the greatest A-splitting topology.
Proof. Let {τi : i ∈ I } be the set of all A-splitting topologies on OZ(Y ). Set
τ =
∨
{τi : i ∈ I }.
We prove that τ is the greatest A-splitting topology on OZ(Y ). By Theorem 3.5 it
suffices to prove that t (τ ) is A-splitting.
Let σ =⋃{τi : i ∈ I }. Then σ is a subbasis for τ . By Lemma 2.5, s(σ ) is a subbasis for
t (τ ). On the other hand s(σ ) =⋃{s(τi): i ∈ I }. Since s(τi) is subbasis for t (τi ) we have
that s(σ ) is a subbasis for
∨{t (τi): i ∈ I }, which means that
t (τ ) =
∨{
t (τi ): i ∈ I
}
.
Since t (τi) is A-splitting for every i ∈ I , the topology ∨{t (τi): i ∈ I } and, therefore,
t (τ ) is also A-splitting. Thus, τ is A-splitting. 
Corollary 4.6. In the set OZ(Y ) there exists the greatest splitting topology.
Theorem 4.7. In the set C(Y,Z) there exists the greatestA-splitting family-open topology.
Proof. Let τ be the greatest A-splitting topology on the set OZ(Y ). We prove that the
family-open topology t (τ ) is the greatest A-splitting topology on C(Y,Z).
Indeed, let t ′ = t (τ ′) is an A-splitting family-open topology on C(Y,Z). By Theo-
rem 3.5, τ ′ is A-splitting and, therefore τ ′ ⊆ τ . By Lemma 4.2, t (τ ′) ⊆ t (τ ). Thus t (τ ) is
the greatest A-splitting topology. 
Corollary 4.8. In the set C(Y,Z) there exists the greatest splitting family-open topology.
Definition 4.9. Let τ be a topology on OZ(Y ) and t a topology on C(Y,Z). The pair (τ, t)
is called a pair of mutually dual topologies if τ = τ (t) and t = t (τ ).
Theorem 4.10. Let τ be the greatest A-splitting topology on OZ(Y ) and t the greatest
A-splitting family-open topology on C(Y,Z). Then (τ, t) is a pair of mutually dualA-split-
ting topologies.
Proof. By the proof of Theorem 4.7, t (τ ) = t . By Theorem 4.4, τ ⊆ τ(t (τ )) = τ (t). By
Theorem 3.7, the topology τ (t) is A-splitting. Therefore, τ (t) ⊆ τ . Thus, τ = τ (t). 
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Lemma 4.11. Let t be a topology on C(Y,Z). Suppose {τi : i ∈ I } is a set of topologies on
OZ(Y ) such that t (τi) = t for every i ∈ I . Then, t (τ ) = t , where
τ =
∨




{τi : i ∈ I }
is a subbasis for τ . By Lemma 2.5 the set s(σ ) is a subbase for t (τ ). On the other hand
s(σ ) is a subbasis for the topology t . Thus, t = t (τ ). 
Similarly, we can prove the following lemma.
Lemma 4.12. Let τ be a topology on OZ(Y ). Suppose {ti : i ∈ I } is a set of topologies on
C(Y,Z) such that τ (ti) = τ for every i ∈ I . Then, τ (t) = τ , where
t =
∨
{ti : i ∈ I }.
The following two theorems follow by Lemmas 4.11 and 4.12, respectively.
Theorem 4.13. Let t be a family-open topology on C(Y,Z). Then, on the set OZ(Y ) there
exists a topology τ with the properties:
(a) t (τ ) = t , and
(b) if τ ′ is a topology on OZ(Y ) such that t (τ ′) = t , then τ ′ ⊆ τ (that is, τ is the greatest
topology on OZ(Y ), to which t is dual).
Theorem 4.14. Let τ be a family-open topology on OZ(Y ). Then, on the set C(Y,Z) there
exists a topology t with the properties:
(a) τ (t) = τ , and
(b) if t ′ is a topology on C(Y,Z) such that τ (t ′) = τ , then t ′ ⊆ t (that is, t is the greatest
topology on C(Y,Z), to which τ is dual).
Theorem 4.15. Let τ0 be a topology on OZ(Y ). Then there exists a pair (τ, t) of mutually
dual topologies with the properties:
(a) τ0 ⊆ τ , and


















τi : i ∈ {0,1,2, . . .}
}
.
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ti : i{1,2, . . .}
}
.
Obviously, τ0 ⊆ τ . The set
σ =
⋃{
τi : i ∈ {0,1,2, . . .}
}
is a subbasis for τ and, therefore, the set
s(σ ) =
⋃{
s(τi): i ∈ {0,1,2, . . .}
}
is a subbasis for t (τ ). On the other hand s(τi) is a subbasis for t (τi) = ti+1, which means
that ⋃{
s(τi): i ∈ {0,1,2, . . .}
}
is a subbasis for t . Thus t (τ ) = t . Similarly, we can prove that τ (t) = τ . Thus, (τ, t) is a
pair of mutually dual topologies.
Now, let (τ ′, t ′) be a pair of mutually dual topologies such that τ0 ⊆ τ ′. Then
t (τ0) ⊆ t (τ ′) = t ′, τ
(
t (τ0)
)⊆ τ (t ′) = τ ′, t(τ (t (τ0)))⊆ t (τ ′) = t ′, . . . .
Therefore, τi ⊆ τ ′ for every i ∈ {0,1,2, . . .} and ti ⊆ t ′ for every i ∈ {1,2, . . .}. Thus,
τ ⊆ τ ′ and t ⊆ t ′. 
Similarly we can prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4.16. Let t0 be a topology on C(Y,Z). Then there exists a pair (τ, t) of mutually
dual topologies with the properties:
(a) t0 ⊆ t , and
(b) if (τ ′, t ′) is a pair of mutually dual topologies such that t0 ⊆ t ′, then τ ⊆ τ ′ and t ⊆ t ′.
5. Some open problems
(1) We recall the following well-known open problem:
Does the Isbell topology tis on C(Y,Z) coincide with the greatest splitting topology tgs
on C(Y,Z)?
The following problem is related to the above problem.
Does the greatest family-open topology tfo on C(Y,Z) coincide with the topology tis or
with the topology tgs?
We note that tis ⊆ tfo ⊆ tgs.
(2) Let t0 be a family-open topology on C(Y,Z) and (τ, t) a pair of mutually dual
topologies defined in Theorem 4.16.
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Characterize the topologies τ and t in the cases where t0 is: (a) the pointwise topology,
(b) the compact open topology, (c) the Isbell topology, (d) the strong Isbell topology and,
(e) the bounded open topology.
(3) Let t0 be a family-open topology on C(Y,Z) and τ a topology on OZ(Y ) defined in
Theorem 4.13.
Characterize the topology τ and t (τ ) in the following cases where t0 is: (a) the pointwise
topology, (b) the compact open topology, (c) the Isbell topology, (d) the strong Isbell
topology and, (e) the bounded open topology.
(4) Let t0 be a topology on C(Y,Z). Is there a family-open topology t on C(Y,Z) such
that t0 ⊆ t? In particular, is it true that t0 ⊆ t (τ (t0))?
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